Dr. C. Jama Adams
Associate Professor and
Chair, Dept. of Africana Studies

Dr. Maureen Allwood
Assistant Professor
Department of Psychology

Dr. Adam’s research interests include masculinities,
fatherhood and black identity in the age of cultural
ambiguity. His expertise lies in organizational issues in
social service agencies, parenting, and black thought in
an era of cultural ambiguity. For more information on Dr.
Adam’s research please visit his webpage.
Dr. Allwood’s research interests focus on children and
adolescents’ emotional, behavioral and physiological
response to trauma and violence (e.g., war, domestic,
community violence), including Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder and delinquent behaviors. She is also interested
in integrating and developing innovative research
methodology designed to improve the early detection of
trauma-exposed youth who are at risk for maladaptive
outcomes (e.g., delinquency, problematic substance use,
suicidality). For more information about Dr. Allwood’s
research please visit her webpage.
In her dissertation, Dr. Arsovska studies the role of
cultural codes in the evolution of ethnic Albanian
organized crime groups. Arsovska has been involved in
many international projects on organized crime. She has
also acted as a consultant for several organizations,
including the World Bank. Prior to her current post, she
worked for the European Forum for Restorative Justice
and underwent training at INTERPOL. For more
information on Dr. Arsovska’s research please visit her
webpage.

Dr. Jana Arsovska
Assistant Professor
Department of Sociology
A therapist/no info available. For more information on
Dr. Bonifacio’s research please visit his webpage.

Dr. Philip Bonifacio
Professor
Department of Psychology

Dr. Hernando Estevez
Assistant Professor
Department of Philosophy

Dr. Estevez’s primary interest is Latin American
philosophy. He teaches and conducts research in the
areas of 20th Century continental philosophy and social
political philosophy. He is interested in the ways in
which the notion of political identity during the formation
of state in 19th Century Latin American countries
contributes to the idea of citizenry. He is currently
conducting research in the rhetoric of Latin American
literature and its relation to perennial problems of
philosophy. For more information on Dr. Estevez’s
research please visit his webpage.

Dr. Beverly Frazier
Assistant Professor
Law, Police Science
Dr. Furst’s focus over the last two decades has been on
ethnographic research on subcultures of drug abusers,
illegal drug markets, sex workers, street drug dealers, the
transmission of HIV among injecting drug users, the
evaluation of street outreach intervention workers, the
adulteration of heroin in New York City, and the
diffusion of heroin in the mid-Hudson region of New
York State. For more information on Dr. Furst’s research
please visit his webpage.
Dr. Terry Furst
Associate Professor
Department of Anthropology

Dr. P.J. Gibson
Professor
Department of English

To date, Prof. Gibson has written over thirty plays, Long
Time Since Yesterday has alone upwards of sixty
productions. Her other works have been presented
throughout the United States, Europe, and Africa. A
published writer, Ms. Gibson also has numerous poems
and short stories to her credit. She has been the recipient
of many honors including the Bushfire Theatre of
Performing Arts Seventh Annual "Walk of Fame" where
her signature and hand print is imprinted in their
Sidewalk of Fame, a Shubert Fellowship, a playwriting
grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, two
prestigious Audelco Awards, two PSC-CUNY Research
Award grants and six playwriting commissions. For more
information on Prof. Gibson’s research please visit her
webpage.
The focus of much of Dr. Glasford’s work is concerned
with understanding three interrelated streams of research:
(a) how people make decisions about whether and how to
act in response to injustice, (b) what compels people to
collective action or to resist their subordinated position
within a given social system, and (c) how to improve
relations between groups of differing power. For more
information on Dr. Glasford’s research please visit his
webpage.

Dr. Demis Glasford
Assistant Professor
Department of Psychology
The research in Dr. Gottdiener’s lab focuses on
understanding the relationship between psychological
pain and impulsive behavior in people who have been
diagnosed with an addiction. In addition, members of his
lab are developing a psychodynamic treatment for these
problems. For more information on Dr. Gottdiener’s
research please visit his webpage.
Dr. Bill Gottdiener
Professor
Department of Psychology

Dr. Haberfeld has conducted research in the areas of
public and private law enforcement, integrity, and whitecollar crime in the United States, Eastern and Western
Europe and Israel. In addition to her research, she has
also provided leadership training to a number of police
agencies. For more information on Dr. Haberfeld’s
research please visit her webpage.
Dr. Maki Haberfeld
Full Professor, Chairperson
Dept. of Criminal Justice

Dr. Elizabeth Jeglic
Assistant Professor
Department of Psychology

Dr. Jeglic is currently a licensed clinical psychologist in
New York State. Her research interests fall broadly in
two domains: (1) the assessment and treatment of suicidal
behavior and (2) sex offender assessment, treatment and
public policy. Dr. Jeglic’s current research interests
include the use of an emotional stroop test for suicide
assessment and the development of empirically based
intervention programs for suicidal Hispanic college
students. For more information on Dr. Jeglic’s research
please visit her webpage.

Dr. Kemp specializes in Philosophy of Law and Modern
Philosophy, especially David Hume. For more
information on Dr. Kemp’s research please visit her
webpage.

Dr. Catherine Kemp
Assistant Professor
Department of Philosophy

Dr. Margaret Bull Kovera
Professor
Department of Psychology

Professor Kovera uses social psychological theory and
methods to test legal assumptions about human behavior.
She studies issues related to eyewitness identifications,
scientific evidence, and juror decision making. She
currently has grants from the National Science
Foundation to study the effects of double-blind lineup
administration, the efficacy of a new method of
presenting expert evidence that is supposed to reduce
experts' allegiance to the party that hired them, and the
future of jury decision making research. For more
information on Dr. Kovera’s research please visit her
webpage.

Associate Professor Randall LaSalle is a Certified Public
Accountant and a Certified Fraud Examiner. He teaches
Forensic Accounting and related courses. He is
frequently honored for his teaching excellence and has
served on the editorial boards of several professional
journals. For more information on Dr. LaSalle’s research
please visit his webpage.

Dr. Randall LaSalle
Associate Professor
Department of Economics

Dr. Isaac Xerxes Malki
Assistant Professor
Department of Africana Studies

Dr. Malki's research has focuses on immigrant
communities in West Africa, and his field work has taken
him to Ghana, Lebanon, Nigeria and Syria. His doctoral
research is being edited for publication, and his articles
are being published as a contribution to an edited volume
as well as in several peer-reviewed journals. For more
information on Dr. Malki’s research please visit his
webpage.
Lori Latrice Martin’s research areas include race and
ethnicity, wealth inequality and asset poverty. Dr. Martin,
a trained sociologist, examines racial and ethnic
differences in the types and levels of assets owned over
time using census data. Dr. Martin routinely compares
Asians, blacks, Hispanics and whites. Dr. Martin also
examines how ethnicity matters for blacks on a host of
sociological outcomes. For more information on Dr.
Martin’s research please visit her webpage.

Dr. Lori Martin
Assistant Professor
Department of Africana Studies

Dr. Isabel Martinez
Assistant Professor
Latin American and Latina/o Studies

Dr. Sara McDougall
Assistant Professor
Department of History

Dr. Richard Ocejo
Assistant Professors
Department of Sociology

Dr. Martinez’s teaching and research interests include
transnationalism, Mexican youth immigration, Mexican
borders, and the intersections of race, immigration and
technology. Long involved with issues of educational
attainment in Latina/o communities, her recently
completed research examines the transnational familial,
labor and educational experiences of unaccompanied
Mexican immigrant youth in New York. For more
information on Dr. Martinez’s research please visit her
webpage.

Sara McDougall's research focuses on the intersection of
gender, religion, and crime in Medieval Europe. Her
second book will focus on the criminal prosecution for
adultery, but will situate that prosecution in the context of
the range of possible responses to an act of adultery,
which included not only criminal and civil court
proceedings but also extrajudicial punishment enacted
publicly or privately, as well as contractual or less formal
means of reconciliation. For more information on Dr.
McDougall’s research please visit her webpage.

Dr. Ocejo’s primary research interests are on the
interrelationship between culture and economy in
contemporary cities. He specifically uses the formation of
nightlife scenes as an analytical lens for examining a
broad range of urban issues, such as gentrification,
contestations over community, the use of public space,
the formation of cultural communities, and urban growth
policies. For more information about Dr. Ocejo’s
research please visit his webpage.

Dr. Strange is interested in a quirk of memory: how is
that we come to remember things that did not happen?
Her current research is focused on: a) the cognitive and
social psychological factors that influence memory for
trauma; b) how easily we can be led to believe that fake
news events really happened; and c) whether we can
corrupt memory for trial testimony within the courtroom.
For more information on Dr. Strange’s research please
visit her webpage.
Dr. Deryn Strange
Associate Professor
Department of Psychology
Dr. Von Lampe has conducted research on the emergence
and functioning of illegal markets and illegal power
structures, taking the illegal cigarette trade as a case
study. Other research interests include drug trafficking,
strategic crime analysis and crime prevention. For more
information on Dr. Von Lampe’s research please visit his
webpage.
Dr. Klaus Von Lampe
Associate Professor
Department of Law, Police Science,
and
Criminal Justice Administration
Dr. Daryl Wout
Assistant Professor
Department of Psychology

For more information on Dr. Wout’s research please visit
his webpage.

Dr. Yukins specializes in twentieth-century American
literature, with particular interests in critical race theory,
women's studies and law and literature. For more
information about Dr. Yukins’ research please visit her
webpage.

Dr. Elizabeth Yukins
Assistant Professor
Department of English

